WHAT TO DO IN THE TIME OF CRISIS?
01. ADAPTING THE NEW NORMAL
Preparation and new work model

02. ANNOUNCEMENT FOR THE COMMUNITY
Canceling the events and giving advices

03. REORGANIZING
Switching to online events

04. ORGANIZING MORE ONLINE EVENTS
Keep the community interested

05. REDIRECTING RESOURCES
Equipment, training, awards...

06. MORAL SUPPORT
Self-care, solidarity
ADAPTING THE NEW NORMAL
- Realize the problem and don’t panic
- Create new work model - remote work, online initiatives
- Preparation
ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR THE
COMMUNITY
- Canceling all offline events
- Sending announcement considering advices in the time of COVID-19
03.

REORGANIZING ACTIVITIES
- Reorganizing events - everything goes online
- Remote work
ORGANIZING MORE ONLINE EVENTS
● Keep the community interested
● Organize more online events - edit-a-thons, competitions, thematic weeks...
- Redirect the resources
- Training for the community, awards, equipment...
- Expenses for the next year
- Self-caffeine advice
- Solidarity
- Remind community members they are not alone
ALSO...

THINK ABOUT THE FUTURE
WE WILL MEET AGAIN <3
THANKS!

Do you have any questions?

ivana.madzarevic@vikimedija.org
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